
PARIS: Ahead of the final two rounds of quali-
fying matches for Euro 2016, AFP previews the
key contests in Groups A-I:

GROUP A
Iceland will appear at their first major tour-

nament and will be joined at Euro 2016 next
summer by the Czech Republic but third
place, and a play-off berth, in Group A is very
much still up for grabs.

Turkey have a two-point edge over the
Netherlands with two matches to go but face
a difficult trip to Prague to take on the Czechs
on Saturday, while the Dutch make the long
trip east where Kazakhstan await Danny
Blind’s side.

Three days later, the Dutch will return
home to host the Czech Republic in
Amsterdam while Turkey, whose thumping 3-0
win over the Netherlands last month gives
them the tie-breaker should the two sides end
on the same number of points, entertain
Iceland. Turkey have been boosted by the
inclusion of Galatasaray striker Burak Yilmaz,
scorer of four goals in six qualifiers, in Fatih
Terim’s squad having recovered in time from a
hamstring injury.

However, the Dutch will be without captain
Arjen Robben with the Bayern Munich star still
sidelined by a groin injury, while midfielder
Davy Klaassen and winger Quincy Promes
have also been forced to withdraw due to
injury. 

Group leaders Iceland, ahead of Czech
Republic on goal difference, host Latvia at the
weekend before their trip to Turkey.

Meanwhile, Czech coach Pavel Vrba has
said he will give some of his fringe players a
chance to impress in their final qualifiers,
adding: “Since we have already qualified, we
are in an ideal situation - we are going to play
against two high-quality opponents without
any pressure on us.”

GROUP B
Wales can clinch their place in France next

year with a point from their final two matches,

while Belgium can also punch their ticket with
a win away to Andorra on Saturday.

Chris Coleman’s Wales face a stern test
away to Bosnia, who enter the weekend two
points adrift of Israel in the race for third, but
the Welsh will be confident of wrapping up
qualification at home to Andorra in their final
match if it comes to that.

Gareth Bale returned for Real Madrid in
Sunday’s 1-1 draw against city rivals Atletico,
coming on a second-half substitute after three
weeks out with a calf injury, and will again be
central to his country’s hopes.

“I’ve prepared well for the last couple of
weeks doing my rehab. I’m ready to go,” said
Bale, who has scored six of Wales’ nine goals in
qualifying.

“We’re close to achieving something that
no other team has ever before and we’re all
excited by that. We know what we have at
stake, but we’re keeping calm and we know
what we have to do,” he added. In the event of
an unlikely slip-up in Andorra, Belgium can
nail down a qualifying spot by avoiding defeat
to Israel on October 13.

Israel, who like Wales are looking to reach
the European Championships for the first
time, host Cyprus before travelling to Brussels
three days later.

Bosnia, for whom skipper Edin Dzeko is an
injury doubt, must win at least one of their
remaining games against Wales or away to
Cyprus to have a chance of overhauling Israel,
while the Cypriots are still in contention as
well but must beat Israel and Bosnia and hope
the former do not beat Belgium.

GROUP C
Two-time reigning European champions

Spain will be heavily favored to book their
place in France when they host Luxembourg
on Friday.

La Roja have won six straight qualifiers fol-
lowing a shock setback in Slovakia but will be
without Diego Costa for the double-header,
with Luxembourg and Ukraine, after coach
Vicente del Bosque opted to leave him at
home. “Costa is suspended for the first game
so we decided not to take him to Ukraine
either,” explained Del Bosque on the Chelsea
striker’s absence.

Barcelona midfielder Andres Iniesta also
misses out through injury along with Real
Madrid defender Sergio Ramos, who pulled
out of the squad on Tuesday having yet to ful-
ly overcome the effects of a dislocated shoul-
der. “I need to recover. I didn’t end the game
(against Atletico Madrid) well and I pushed
myself to make it back in time for the derby,”
said Ramos, in quotes published on Spanish
sports daily Marca’s website.

“It was an injury which should have side-
lined me for four weeks, but I made it back in
just over two.” Slovakia can also assure them-
selves of a place at Euro 2016, for what would
be their debut in the continental event, with a
win in either of their last two matches against
Belarus or Luxembourg.

Ukraine are third, three points behind
Slovakia, and appear destined for the play-offs
with a minimum of four points from games in
Macedonia and against Spain in Kiev three
days later required, along with other results
working in their favor.

GROUP D
World champions Germany can seal qualifi-

cation with a game to spare if Joachim Loew’s
men avoid defeat away to the Republic of
Ireland on Thursday.

Poland could also secure their passage
through if they beat Scotland at Hampden
Park and Ireland fail to pick up three points in
Dublin.

“They are class players, and it will be a
tough night for us. But we’re ready for it,” said
Ireland manager Martin O’Neill, whose side
have a four-point advantage over Scotland in
the battle for third and a place in the play-offs.

“It’s a very a difficult game for us, but we’re
capable. We have to go with all the enthusi-
asm and determination that that brings. We’ve

got a bit of ability as well,” he added.
Scotland face an uphill challenge to qualify

with a minimum of four points needed from
games against Poland and minnows Gibraltar
a pre-requisite, in addition to Ireland losing
both their remaining matches, the second of
which is in Warsaw.

Assistant coach Mark McGhee said the
Scots won’t fear Polish striker Robert
Lewandowski despite him scoring a stagger-
ing 12 goals in his last four games for Bayern
Munich. “We feel we have to match them in
every area and obviously (Lewandowski) is
their guy they hope will get goals for them so
we have to pay him attention.

“I have total respect for him, he’s a fantastic
player, but we have players in form as well,
players who scored at the weekend as well,”
added McGhee.

Should Germany and Poland fail to nail
down Euro 2016 berths on Thursday, both
countries can do so when they face Georgia
and Ireland respectively on October 11.

GROUP E
England boast the only 100% record in

qualifying at this stage and the Three Lions are
one of five teams, including hosts France,

already assured of their place at next year’s
European Championships.

Roy Hodgson’s side are at home to Estonia
on Friday before making the trip to Lithuania
the following Monday, while Switzerland have
a three-point advantage over Slovenia in sec-
ond.

Hodgson called up Liverpool striker Danny
Ings and 19-year-old Dele Alli to the England
senior set-up for the first time and said he
wouldn’t be taking things lightly despite hav-
ing already secured top spot.

“I think it’s a strong squad. The game in
Lithuania is the one where, if any experimen-
tation takes place, it ’ll be there,” said the
England boss.

“(But) I won’t be sacrificing the game in any
shape or form,” he added. San Marino are the
only nation officially eliminated from con-
tention but the odds are against both Estonia
and Lithuania with both still having to play
England, coupled with the fact that third-place
Slovenia finish their campaign in San Marino.
Switzerland will come up against San Marino
and Estonia in their remaining matches, mean-
ing Vladimir Petkovic’s men will very much be
expected to wrap up the second qualifying
berth in Group E. They do have an injury con-
cern in goalkeeper Yann Sommer, however,
after the Borussia Moenchengladbach custo-
dian suffered a broken nose in last week’s 2-1
defeat to Manchester City in the Champions
League.

A win for Slovenia at home to Lithuania
would keep the former in the running for sec-
ond, and at the same time put an end to the
latter’s qualification dreams, regardless of
Switzerland’s result against unfancied San
Marino. And should the Swiss then stumble in
Tallinn on the final day, Slovenia could pip
them to second owing to their head-to-head
advantage.

GROUP F
Northern Ireland can clinch their first trip to

the European Championships with a win
against Greece on today or victory in Finland
three days later.

Michael O’Neill’s team lead Romania by a
point at the top of Group F with Hungary
three points further back in third. Northern
Ireland have several key players absent
though with both Kyle Lafferty, whose seven
goals have propelled his side to the cusp of
qualification, and defender Chris Baird both
suspended. Centre-back Jonny Evans is also a
doubt for the final two qualifiers after  hob-
bling off with a hamstring injury in West
Brom’s 2-0 defeat at Crystal Palace over the
weekend.

Manchester United defender Paddy McNair
could deputise at the back and the 20-year-
old is eager to make the most of his opportu-
nity. “It’s in our hands and we’re desperate to
take our chance. Playing at the Euros would be
special and, hopefully, we’ll do the job,” he told
manutd.com  With the finish line so close
Northern Ireland manager Michael O’Neill has
warned his players to stay focussed until quali-
fication is achieved.

“Today is important but so too is Sunday.
We have to prepare with a mentality that qual-
ification could go right down to the 90th
minute against Finland,” O’Neill said.

Romania can eliminate Finland from con-

tention with a victory in Bucharest and would
then need just a point from their final match
away to the Faroe Islands, assuming Hungary
beat the same opposition in Budapest today.
Hungary round out their campaign against a
winless Greece side.

GROUP G
Austria have Group G sewn up but there’s

an intense battle developing for the second
qualifying berth with Russia, Sweden and
Montenegro all still harbouring hopes of auto-
matic qualification. Wins over Sweden and
Liechtenstein in September handed Russia,
now under the guidance of CSKA Moscow
coach Leonid Slutsky following Fabio Capello’s
disappointing reign, a two-point cushion in
second, ahead of Sweden, with Montenegro a

point further back.
“We haven’t really achieved anything yet.

We started qualification quite badly. With
these two wins, we’ve managed to come back
into it and I hope we will not bounce back out
of the reckoning again,” Russia goalkeeper Igor
Akinfeev told UEFA.com.

“We want to get these results every time
because footballers’ careers don’t last long -
we don’t want to be left feeling gutted after-
wards,” he added. On Friday, Russia travel to
winless Moldova, Sweden visit Liechtenstein
and Montenegro host Austria.

Both Russia and Sweden will be expected
to win, and with the latter then at home to
Moldova on October 12, the outcome of
Russia’s clash with Montenegro in Moscow will
likely determine which nation follows Austria
to France. Russia have the head-to-head edge
over Sweden should the two countries finish
level on points while Montenegro effectively
must win both their remaining games to stand
even an outside chance of finishing third, let
alone second.

GROUP H 
Italy are the front-runners and can lock

down a place at next year’s finals by beating
Azerbaijan in Baku on Saturday. The Azzurri,
unbeaten in 38 competitive home games, are
two points clear of Norway, who they host in
their final match on October 13.

“We will try to seal qualification first time
round in order to avoid a must-win game
against Norway,” said Italy coach Antonio
Conte. “The team is improving but Azerbaijan
are a good side and it won’t be easy: it’s a very
important game for us.” A 2-0 victory at home
to Croatia in September put Norway in control
of their own destiny with a two-point gap
between Per-Mathias Homgo’s men and the
Croats. Norway, whose last major tournament
appearance came at Euro 2000, can qualify at
the weekend if they beat visiting Malta and
Croatia fail to overcome Bulgaria.

Ante Cacic will make his bow as Croatia
boss, having taken over from Niko Kovac last
month, in Saturday’s tie in Zagreb and his
charges know that wins over both Bulgaria
and away to Malta would force Norway to win
in Rome to avoid the Scandinavians dropping
into the play-offs. “The national team’s goal are
clear,” said Cacic. “The first imperative is to
reach Euro 2016 and I will do my best to
accomplish that goal.” 

Bulgaria harbor the slimmest of hopes with
maximum points from games against Croatia
and Azerbaijan essential as well as needing
Malta to register a shock win over Croatia. 

GROUP I
Portugal are in pole position to advance as

winners of the only five-team group and can
do so by beating second-place Denmark, who
are three points behind and have played one
game more, in Braga today. Fernando Santos’
men haven’t exactly blown their opponents
away but five straight wins after a shock open-
ing defeat to Albania have left Portugal on the
brink of wrapping up qualification for next
year’s showpiece with a game to spare.

“We have to face Denmark as a final,”
Santos told Portuguese TV station RTP1 after
Miguel Veloso’s injury-time winner earned
Portugal a 1-0 win in Albania last month.

“Victory is always important. We took an
important step, but it’s still nothing decided,”
he added. Portugal have Atletico Madrid mid-
fielder Tiago available again after suspension
while Monaco duo Joao Moutinho and Fabio
Coentrao return from injury to strengthen the
squad. 

Denmark are guaranteed at least a place in
the play-offs regardless of how they fare in
Portugal but could miss out on automatic
qualification depending on Albania’s results.

The Balkan nation are a point behind the
Danes but have two games, at home to Serbia
and away to Armenia, left on the calendar.

A pair of victories would ensure Albania
appear at a first major tournament, but if
Portugal pick up three points against
Denmark then just one win, or even two
draws, would enable Gianni de Biasi’s players
to pip the Danes to second. — AFP
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